Revolutionary window system with maximum security against burglary.

The high security window system.

Turn and tilt  Tilt and turn  Side hung open in  Bottom hung open in
The high security window system CHRONO SAFE has been tested by SKG and is applicable for all window types. The window complies with the requirements of burglary prevention class 2 in accordance with the NVN standards 5093 to 5096 and class 2 in accordance with the ENV standards 1627 to 1630.

GENERAL ADVANTAGES FOR CHRONO SAFE:
- Maximum 4 high security locking points for windows with vent height up to 1800mm and vent width up to 1200mm.
- Stainless steel mushroom head bolts pre-riveted to aluminium connection pieces, corner transmissions and tilt bolt.
- Brass security wedges, zinc alloy anti-lift pieces and protection pieces which are fixed with clamping plates in stainless steel and self-drilling screws.
- Special zinc alloy connection piece at the handle position.
- Aluminium connection rods with special connections.
- Always with cylinder locking handle.

HANDLES:
- Different handle types are available: classic, modern, clip-on handle and in stainless steel.

This system is available for all window types: turn and tilt windows, tilt and turn windows, side hung open in windows and bottom hung open in windows. Also possible with fully concealed hinges.

This SKG organization is ‘the’ test centre for the security against burglary. The Chrono Safe window system has obtained the SKG certificate ★.